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Personality Profile
• Favorite Color: Neon Blue, like a deep blue sky as bright as you can make it. The other 

side of Royal purple.
• Favorite Sports: Golf and football not that I ever played that much.
• Personality: perfection and purpose, past present future forwards and backwards, much 

less judgmental than I was when I was younger.
• Weakness: slow and over analyzing, daydreaming (usually productive), using excessive 

nuances, unable to keep track of time, boring if working too much.
• Strengths: High accuracy in major decision making, 360 degree perspectives, ex-stream 

self control, eyes on the project not the person while still caring for people.
• Examples: Michael Dell, Bill Gates, King David of Israel, Jesus Christ of Nazareth, 

John Maxwell (sort of), The Rockafellers, Kevin Federline, “Nelly”, The co-founder of 
Google.

• Roles and Contributions to society: princes, kings, the pie chart companies based on 
percentage of ownership, traditional wedding agreements, the most solid foundations, 
round table style meetings, research and development, ability to maintain large 
organizations by letting us do our jobs, customer service based on leads and needs.

• Favorite Music: Some cleaner hip hop and rap, Jazz, spiritual or high energy christian 
music.

• Second skill set after being born again: Quarterback clear or “eyes to see and ears to 
hear” such as in vision casting, lots more spiritual revelations. 

• Spiritual Gifts: Prophecy, revelation, leadership, discerning of spirits, apostle, teaching, 
wisdom, some administration.

• IQ: 130-145 depends on the day and test.
• Dislikes: Yelling, Guns, Witchcraft
• Favorite Movies: Lord of the rings trilogy, Star Wars, Transformers, Predator, Alien(s)
• Spiritual Gifts: most but not interpretation of languages.
• Favorite Causes: “A castle in every city and a fortress in every state”,  Alternative 

energy, open source software, globalization without enslavement.
• Favorite Quotes: “He would not merry you because all she cared about was sex and he 

wanted you to be with a missionary, and now she is a missionary to Africa”,, “So he 
would not merry you because he wanted to take her for his son's desk.”, “If you get 
Neon blue and pastel pink to the alter your church will be known for marriage if you 
don't it will be known for singles”. 

• Favorite books: The bible, the Five love languages, Whatever the next Google search 
brings up.
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